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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10072-10180
1. DUNock-1, KEY LIMA STATION PENETRATION OF MIR, REPORTED 7 JAN 64 THAT ONE BENJAMIN PAREDES, POSSIBLY IDENTICAL SUBJ REF, EMPLOYED AGENCIA FRANCE PRESS AND PART MIR CLANDESTINE APPARATUS WHICH HAD SURFACED AT TIME ROUNDUP MIR LEADERS IN JANUARY 1964.

- ALSO POSSIBLY IDENTICAL SUBJ REF SATURNINO PAREDES HACECO, SECRETARY-GENERAL, CHINA WING PERUVIAN CP WHO REPORTEDLY LEFT PERU EARLY APRIL 64 FOR CHINA, PASSPORT NO. 99176.

3. REQUEST IF POSSIBLE IDENTITIES SUBJECT CONTACTS, BAGGAGE SEARCH, PASSPORT CHECK FOR FULL NAME, TRAVEL, BIO DATA.

4. NO INDEX.
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C/3 COMMENT: REPORTED 11 MAY 64 ONE BENJAMIN PAREDES STAYING HOTEL PLAISANT.
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